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Supplies:

- **Kxanuw!** cards, printed, cut out and distributed to players. (If printed in black-and-white, provide players with markers or crayons to color them in while practicing the words as a group before the game begins.)
- Caller’s card
Instructions:

1. Call out a word listed on the Caller Card.
2. Have players cross off the picture of the word on their card.
3. Keep calling out words till a player gets 4 pictures in a row.
4. Once a player gets 4 in a row they can call out, “Kxanuw!” (“I have it!”)
5. Then the Caller will check the player’s card for accuracy before the player is deemed the winner of the game.
Suggestions for play:

We recommend practicing before playing Kxanuw! Caller and players can do call-and-response by with the the miichuwaakan (plants/food) and aweeyayusak (animals) words several times and point to the corresponding images.
During the game, players can also repeat the plant/animal words after the Caller says them for extra practice.
Feel free to adapt this game to your group’s interests!
Caller Card:

- Ohpunuk - Potatoes
- Xwaskwiim - Corn
- Kashayeem - Green bean
- Maalaxkwsiiit - Beans
- Wteehiim - Strawberry
- Wulamookanaapulush - Pear
- Kiikiipush - Chicken
- Wahwal - Eggs

- Komkomush - Cucumber
- Tumeetoos - Tomato
- Maxkeektweek - Beet
- Pehpeechochkeechkweekush - Carrot
- Maxkeechkweekush - Radish
- Wiinoonzhuy - Onion
- Mahkahkw - Pumpkin/Squash
- Pepul - Pepper